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About This Game

Think twice before you shoot while chasing these wild numbers!

Achieve the target numbers before the other players, by using your Brain and Math!
Addition, Multiplication, Subtraction and Division are your tools, all controlled at the touch of a button, from your gun!

Test your mind and your reflexes against people from all over the world!
Can be enjoyed by all ages!

Features:

 Hunt wild Numbers by using guns that can Add, Multiply, Subtract and Divide, and chase the target scores!

 Full Arithmetic workout, buff up your brain! You will be amazed at how drastically your math skills will increase!

 Unlock the Pluzooka, Double Barrel, Divider and the Negative Charge by gathering Power Balls.

 Get as many targets as you can to earn top positions on Leader Boards!

 Play matches with other Players in beautiful levels.
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 Unlock crazy Achievements!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Number Hunt
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PaleBlue XYZ
Publisher:
PaleBlue XYZ
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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Its just rock paper scissors with a fancy name.. doesnt have a good tutorial, refunding :/. As it stands, this game is very
interesting and very fun. The track generation is just so fun to play with, and it's a blast to see what crazy world willl be
generated. And then to just fly across it, finding your own "secret shortcuts" is just amazing and fun.

Right now, it's better to play with friends than online, as being in early access, you'll only encounter the same players over and
over, being stuck against people who constantly win. Worse yet, you often find every other game type is empty while one has
the only players playing. This is a fault of early access and should be remidied in the future as the game progresses and gains
more players, but it is something to note at this time.

Edit: Currently, NOBODY plays this game. Which is sad. It's very hard to find anyone to play with at all.

There is no single player, so you'll always be playing online unless you've got a joypad and a friend, so be prepared for that.
If you can get past all that, the game is great in this state, and I can see it getting better as the game gets updated as well as gets
more players.. One hour into game I thought I had made a mistake buying it. But then as I played on and became more familiar,
hmm, it's not too bad. Now I'm hooked on it, I've still a lot to learn but I'm becoming addicted. One gripe, playing on normal the
rivals have gone bust very quickly, I'd bought some of their stock, money lost now, but so early in the game no way could I
afford to buy 51% to gain control.
All in all I love this game.. A must have. I was bored about the teleport mode...
This app saved my life.

Thanks to the dev :D. when I saw this game I thought that looks sounds like a great idea a ship to ship battle game. I was wrong
this game has terible frame rate has the sound effects of a bad arkage game and boring gun play. the game uses HMD
directional movement meaning you need to look in the direction you want to move, you can't change it ether you are stuck with
it. the arms are realy badly done to start with thay are atatched to the place where normaly your ears would be, the hands extend
past the controlers by I think about 8-15 centermeaters making them incredably imertion braking. the only positive is it looks
like it gets updated frequently. If some one made an arkade game and ported it to VR with very little upgrades this feels like it
would be the result. thay will hopfully make it better in future updates but currently I can't recomend it.
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I played this on PS4 and PC.First release very very buggy.Lack of content especially when u expect it to be like the video.And
fill with microtransactions.. THIS IS MY FAVORITE GAME OF ALL TIME IT HAS SURPASSED ANY AAA GAME
AND/OR INDIE GAME ThAT I HAVE EVER PLAYED IN MY ENTIRE LIFE THE GRAPHICS WILL CHALLENGE
EVEN MINECRAFT

EDIT: GOOD SHOOTING. Game is okay. AI will never play by the same rules, so game will be challenging in a good and bad
way. Also some things can only be learned by trial and error, as game feedback often if very lacking. Still, if you like hex
strategies, pick this one up and play around for some 40-60 hours.. I reviewed this a few months ago and gave it a thumbs down.
Well I started palying it again and ( Long , long , long load times aside) I am enjoying the game and find it quite challenging at
times for a point and shoot game. For the inexpensive price it is I think it is an OK purchase.. UI: terrible (hard to use and
Windows 98-style setup)
gameplay: boring and unimaginative, lack of real goals, sandbox-y without the exploration or fun
graphics: dated, poor animations
stability: mostly stable, 1 crash on Win 10, none on Win 7.
bottom line: not fun, even for cheap. There are better free games or farming simulations in existence, why waste your time on
something this uninspired?. Soldier Summit is the hyped up "sequel" to follow the lines of donner pass and canadian mountain
passes. Although i like the UKTS version i have to give DTG some credit on this one.

 PROS
Very nice scenery
Locos all seem good
isnt boring, something interesting around each corner.
DRGW is always a win for me
Long

 CONS
Laggy around the yards.
Lag spikes
SD40T-2s horn can be heard way further away than it should do, also the bell is too quiet
F40s passenger view is very poorly made

All in all i love this route and im gonna have a lot of fun in the future

8.5\/10. Great game so far.
Customize your ship with looted weapons like
- Blasters : shoots single bullets
- Lasers : constant beam
- Rockets : does make boom in an area
- Drone launcher : launches drones that will attack enemies in their path
and many more. You can even adjust the direction of the weapons and upgrade them with modifiers and all of a sudden your
laser beam splits into two beams or gets a bigger range.

Ten difficulties can be chosen between every checkpoint. [corrected]

Every 5 stages there is a mini Boss and every tenth stage there is a huge one. As far as I have played they are pretty easy if you
learn their pattern. The game as a whole is not that hard and it becomes easier the more you upgrade your trashcan ... sorry ...
your fighter. But with an almost infinite amount of stages in the game you will sooner or later reach your limit.

The controls are simple: Move around, fire (all weapons at once), shield. That's it. Use a controller or your mouse if you like -
both works well but adjusting the firing angle of a weapon with an analogue stick is just a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Heroes of a Broken Land Heroes of a Broken Land 2:
Heroes of a Broken Land 2 has finally been announced.
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A proper sequel the the original - a procedurally generated dungeon crawler with strategic town building and world exploration.

Enhanced graphics.
Expanded character customization.
Unlimited worlds of adventure!

Heroes of a Broken Land 2 will be released in Early Access in 2019.. New Version Released:
Version 1.7ds fixes offline mode. Enjoy!. Cards and Badges:
Cards and Badges are now approved and should start dropping!. Version 1.10i Released:
A new version has been released, this contains some UI fixes and the ability to customize your save game folder.

Version 1.10i

 Save game file location can now be changed by player

 Dungeon maps now show current dungeon, floor and tower

 Fix missing HP, MP, ATK and DEF on certain player stat screens

Version 1.10h

 Fix missing stats screen on level up

. Heroes of a Broken Land Updated!:
Version 1.10a just went live.

This adds an improved world map that allows you to easily navigate to discovered locations. The equipment screen has also been
improved, allowing you to sort your equipment by quality, attack or defense value.

Here's the full list of changes:

 Add ability to sort equipment by quality, ATK or DEF

 World auto map improvements: now zoomable and fast access to discovered locations

 Fix lizard’s Bezerk skill from displaying in skill list

 Fix monster info from staying on screen after quick load in battle

 Fix a few typos

. Heroes of a Broken Land Updated!:
Version 1.9b brings a couple of important bug fixes, but I couldn't resist adding some new improvements too. You can now
examine the map of the whole dungeon at once, plus you can split your parties on the world map.

 Fix world Alchemist huts

 Parties can now be split on the world map
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 Can view other floors/parties from the dungeon map

 Characters no longer selected when entering a dungeon

 Fix possible hang with certain events in smaller worlds

 Fix mouse over text not displaying for some lists/items

 Fix New Game customize menu button layout

 Fix tutorial text overlapping monster stats

 Fix equip screen showing wrong party icon[/list[

. Heroes of a Broken Land Version 1.9:
Version 1.9 includes a number of improvements and content. There is now a equipment screen accessable from any town. This
screen should make it easier to manage your heroes' equipment. Lizards and Adventurers can now learn how to spot secret
doors.

New worlds will now have weapon and armor stores scattered about, each holding a random selection of weapons and armor.
Inns will also be found in new worlds, where you will find Heroes awaiting recruitment and will be able to rest to heal your party
for a fee.

Full list of changes:

 Add a Equip Hero screen to manage all hero equipment (Equip icon in Town)

 Lizard and Adventurers now get a Detect Secret (doors) skill at later levels

 Add Armorsmith and Weaponsmiths to the World, selling random items (new game only)

 Add Inns to the world, recruit random heroes and rest your party, rest and heal for $$$

 Fixed trap, altar and fountain outcomes, prevent re-loading to retry (optional, new game only)

 Tweak accessory loot drop chance

 Show weapon specialization (yellow icon & hover text) in equip screen

 Hide non-equppable items in equip screen

 Enforce unique town names

 Quick load (F9) works from combat

 Fix some quick load issues when in the world map

 Fix monster stats not resetting on new games

 Clarify class skill lists a bit

 Tweak spell filter button layout
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 Handful of UI, typos and various tweaks

. Version 1.10j Released:
Version 1.10j is a minor patch that addresses 2 issues:

 Resurrect skill not fully healing characters is now fixed

 Custom Portraits on OSX and Linux is now fixed
Enjoy!

. Heroes of a Broken Land Updated:
Version 1.10c has just been released, with some minor fixes and improvements:

 World map can be panned by holding the right mouse button

 Fix world map now opens to current view

 Fix world map zoom level breaking click-to-center

 Tweak some monster stats
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